Investigating snowpack volumes and icing dynamics in the
moraine of an Arctic catchment using UAV/photogrammetry and
LiDAR
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Abstract
Means for assessing the contribution of the terminal moraine into the water budget of an Arctic
glacier is investigated: on the one hand the terminal moraine represents a significant fraction (22%)of
the catchment area of the glacier under investigation – Austre Lovénbreen, in the Brøgger peninsula,
Spitsbergen – and on the other hand icings formation (or aufeis) each Winter illustrates the contribution of subglacial water flow. While over the glacier, with a smooth surface readily interpolated,
the Winter and Summer mass balances are assessed with only a few sparsely distributed stakes, such
an approach is not valid with the rough topography of the glacier moraine: high spatial resolution
elevation models at different seasons are needed to estimate the volume of ice and snow accumulated
during Winter in this part of the catchment basin and released in rivers during the melting season.
Even if located at only 6 km from the Ny-Ålesund meteorological station, the moraine of Austre
Lovenbreen catchment, can collect snow whose amount may differ from that given by station, due to
drift snow and elevation-amount gradient, spatially and temporally variable. Surveying the terminal
moraine by remote sensing methods is helpful for better quantifying the snow cover in proglacial
moraine.
LiDAR – and in our case its terrestrial implementation – is currently the reference system for
Digital Elevation Model generation: this highly specialized instrument provides utmost resolution
with the drawback, when considering extended terminal moraine areas, of excessive shadows avoided
by bringing the instrument to elevated measurement positions, a feat not necessarily achievable in
given weather conditions or geographic settings. We consider the complementary use of commercial, off The Shelf (COTS) DJI Phantom3 Professional Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for aerial
photography acquisition, combined with Structure from Motion (SfM – using dedicated software as
MicMac (French National Geographic Institute – IGN), Agisoft Photoscan and QGis) analysis, for
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) computation. DEM differences between datasets acquired in April
(snow cover maximum and icings volume maximum) and September (snow cover minimum) yield a
volume difference attributed either to snow cover or icing formation. Repeated measurements over
a short period and moraine regions whose topography is known to be stable hint at an elevation
resolution in the decimeter range, well below the icings and snow accumulation in the meter range.
While the vegetation-free moraine provides ideal conditions for SfM – with lateral resolution down to
5 cm/pixel when flying at an altitude of 100 m – snow and river ice covered areas are challenging for
the feature matching step needed for SfM initialization. We observe that under appropriate lighting
conditions, most significantly avoiding the long shadows associated with a low-lying sun and overcast
conditions, well resolved DEMs are acquired and generate a useful dataset.
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1

Problem statement

1.1

Snowpack response to climate shift

As shown by several dedicated works ([1] and [2]), Arctic is one of the most affected region in the
world by current climate shift. It is thus a reliable indicator to quantify these changes through
its hydro-glaciological dynamics ([3], [4] and [5]). In such dynamics, snow related processes are
considered to be a key parameter ([6]) especially with a consideration for its extreme variability due
to air temperature shifts and increased precipitation as well ([7]). Demonstrated effects of rain events
on the snowpack ([8] and [9]) show the importance of carefully examining the resulting dynamics.
It impacts, indeed, directly melting processes and proglacial hydrologic dynamics as well ([10] and
[11]). Hence, assessing the hydrological budget of a glacier basin requires measuring the contribution
of its 3 geographical areas:
• the glacier itself. Snowpack quantification is quite easy due to the homogeneous topography of
the glacier’s surface. Snow height is measured on each accumulation/ablation stake providing
specific mass balance (i.e. maximum snow accumulation on the glacier), and interpolated on
its surface.
• the surrounding slopes are assumed to be a significant provider of snow according to the increase
of avalanche activity. Nevertheless, monitoring slopes is quite difficult, due to high instability,
unless using remote methods of measurements such as laser scanning.
• the proglacial moraine, which is positioned as a transfer interface, shows dynamics which generates an increase of its geometry changes, both in quantity and frequency. The complex
topography makes observation and measurement difficult although necessary.
This paper focuses on this third area, which is the main interface between the glacier and its
outlets. The work presented here deals with the quantification of proglacial moraine snowpack and
icings. The observed climatic trend is indeed remarkable not only through moraine morphological
changes ([12] and [13]), but also in the changing snowpack dynamics and properties. This is directly
linked to the increase of both temperatures and precipitations that have an immediate impacts on
snowpack. Along with this, the actual processes of glacial retreat consequently release a significant
proglacial moraine expansion ([14] and [15]). As a consequence, the moraine snowpack increases,
modifying the water stock balance. Considering these points, it is then necessary to estimate, in the
same way as on the glacier and the slopes, the water equivalent represented by the snowpack in the
moraine.
Therefore, observing and quantifying these processes is a key point but remains tricky: slopes and
moraine are challenging environments where the unstable brittle materials are unsuitable to distribute
sensors, while the rough topography of the moraine prevents the use of interpolation ([16]). Indeed,
the snow and icing distribution in the moraine exhibits heterogeneities, e.g. snow drift accumulation
and channels filled with snow and/or ice, with scales of the same order of magnitude than the
topography, typically in the meter range. Furthermore, the changing topography does not allow to
process data on the same basis. In this investigation, we focus on the latter part of the budget:
mapping snow and ice distribution in the moraine requires a high, sub-meter, spatial resolution in
both lateral directions and decimeter resolution in the altitude measurement.
Hence, we consider flexible methods of data acquisition through Structure from Motion (SfM)
digital image processing from pictures acquired from a Remotely Piloted unmanned Aircraft System
(RPAS). This leads to the generation of high resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) within
short time frames, and differences of DEMs for estimating snow and icing distribution in the moraine.
The underlying goal is to assess the use of combine SfM and UAV as an efficient workflow to map
and quantify cryosphere dynamics into a proglacial moraine, in a context of fast climate induced
morphologic changes.
In this paper, we present results from snowpack and icings quantification over Austre Lovénbreen,
Svalbard, pro-glacial moraine. Repeated UAV surveys were conducted in Autumn 2015 and in Spring
2016, with coincident field-based observations and LiDAR acquisitions. This enables an innovative
method to quantify solid water stock and snowpack dynamics in a deglaciating Arctic catchment.

1.2

Geographical settings

The Arctic glacial basin we consider in this investigation, Austre Lovénbreen, is located on the
West coast of Svalbard on the Brøgger peninsula (79 ◦ N). This case study consists in a small landterminating valley and polythermal glacier in a 10.58 km2 basin. Since the LIA (Little Ice Age),
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Austre lovénbreen is increasingly exposing forefield sediments to processes of mobilization and redistribution. Its pro-glacial moraine has thus grown continuously, representing today nearly 25% of the
whole basin, with direct consequences on snowpack distribution and melting processes.
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Figure 1: The fieldwork is located on the west coast of Spitsbergen (a). Proglacial moraine shown free
of snow in Summer (b), and in Spring at its maximum snow accumulation (c). Photos (b) and (c) were
taken from the Haavimbfjellet summit pointed on the panoramic view.
This highly dynamic environment, constitutes a snowpack base which is much more complex than
the glacier topography itself.
Snowpack on the proglacial moraine is taking increasing importance compared to the snowpack
on the glacier, changing the hydrological equation. As another consequence, quantification of this
snowpack is quite tricky, and subject to a significant spatio-temporal variability. To assess photogrammetric methods of quantification, several representative “test areas” in the moraine were
chosen in order to compare different data sets.

2
2.1

Research methods
Terrestrial laser scanning as a basis

Terrestrial measurement methods, whether photogrammetric or Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) topography mapping, are all plagued by excessive cast shadow effects from the grazing angle
measurements. Throughout this investigation, the reference will be LiDAR scans acquired from
Haavimbfjellet (783 m.a.s.l), a summit overlooking the glacier front as well as the whole pro-glacial
moraine under investigation. Since 10 years, terrestrial LiDAR is extensively used for snow depth
mapping and allows for accuracies in sub decimeter scale ([17], [18], [19] and [20]). The position chosen allows for limited shadow effects in the region exhibiting the strongest morphological variation,
namely the outlet of a sub-glacial stream. LiDAR is however reluctantly considered for repeated
mapping of the moraine area due to the challenge of bringing a cumbersome and fragile instrument
in a physically demanding mountain environment. Nevertheless LiDAR, an active method, operates
independently of lighting conditions and only requires clear atmosphere for light pulses to propagate
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unhindered, a significant advantage in the Arctic environment characterized by a low lying Sun in the
Fall period prior to the Arctic night and hence strong projected shadows challenging SfM processing
(Fig. 2). All measurements were completed using a Riegl VZ-6000 laser scanner, operating at a
wavelength of 1064 nm, selected for its strong reflectivity when illuminating snow and ice covered
surfaces, with a measuring range of up to 6000 m, so the whole glacier catchment and moraine area
could be covered by the single measurement position. Non-ground points were filtered using the
wedge filtering approach ([21]). For referencing the two surfaces in respect to each other to calculate snow depths an iterative closest point algorithm was used ([22]). The accuracy of the LiDAR
measurements were determined by reproducibility tests of the snow free areas and are in a range of
10 cm.
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Figure 2: LiDAR map of elevation differences between Summer (August) and Winter (April) digital
elevation models. Notice that the point cloud used to generate the DEM difference covered the whole
moraine area in a single acquisition. The bottom dark blue area is the glacier exhibiting strong ablation
during the Summer, while the light blue colored areas are the moraine with little elevation change since
the 2016 Spring time exhibited low snow cover.

2.2

UAV data acquisition and processing

UAV consists in the best compromise for quality data acquisition, specifically when high spatiotemporal repeatability is needed ([23] and [24]). The images are acquired from a Commercial Off
The Shelf (COTS) RPAS system selected for its ease of deployment – the aircraft and associated
control systems fit in a lightweight backpack easily transported when walking in the moraine – while
the low cost allows risking flight in challenging conditions: DJI Phantom 3 Professional and Advanced
have demonstrated appropriate characteristics to the mapping task. The flight altitude is set to 100
to 110 m, providing a spatial resolution of 5× 5 cm pixels when considering the optical system lens
properties (94 ◦ angular coverage along the abscissa) and the sensor resolution (4000 pixel along the
abscissa). The 15 minute autonomy at temperatures around 0◦ C and the horizontal speed of 10 m/s
allow for covering a path length of about 9 km. The targeted 80% overlap between adjacent images,
in the fast and slow raster scan axis, yields a covered area of about 700 to 1000 m×400 m. Hence,
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most relevant parts of the 4 km2 moraine are mapped with 10 flights lasting 15 minutes each, or less
than half a day of activity. The significance of this aspect lies in the ability to process the dataset
for generating orthophotos and digital elevation models under the assumption that no significant
changes appear over such a short time lapse other than the cast shadow which prevents matching
pictures of rough terrain imaged over time intervals of more than an hour. As an example of a result
of such an acquisition, Fig. 3 compares an aerial image provided by the Norsk Polar Institute as a
WMTS service 1 acting as the background image over which we have added orthophotos generated
from our flight datasets.
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Figure 3: Comparison of an orthophoto available on the Norsk Polar Institute WMTS server acquired in
2010, and an orthophoto assembled from pictures acquired from an UAV in September 2015 as described
in the text. The green line is a guide for the eye hinting at the 2015 glacier front position, emphasizing
the glacier retreat and the sub-glacial stream, shown as a blue line on the left image, carving a new
canyon in the newly deglaciated moraine area.
UAV flight sessions were prepared by analyzing the area of interest on a background satellite
image in order to locate the flight limits. Real time video feedback allows for identifying features of
interest on the ground, while the map displaying the GPS position of the UAV during flight over the
background image hints at the covered area. The field of view of successive images, aimed at 80 to
60% overlap for SfM processing, is selected by manually triggering the on-board camera: considering
an horizontal speed of 10 m/s, a flight altitude of 100 m and a field of view of 66o along the short
picture axis (also the flight direction), each picture spans a length of 130 m, so that 80% overlap
requires that the UAV has not flown more than 26 m along its path, hence requiring a picture to
be taken once every 3 seconds at most. Thus, a 15 minute flight will generate about 300 pictures
worth processing. Overlap in the long picture axis, from one track to another in a raster scanning
flight path, is visually estimated on the map and is the strongest limit of the manual flight mode:
while such an operating condition allows to adapt to ground features observed during flight – eg
following a stream bed or valley of interest – it is less favorable to quantitative post-analysis over a
wide area if overlap from one track to another is not sufficient. Such a case is observed on Fig. 3,
in which the path of the UAV flying over the glacier and returning back towards the moraine was
not sharp enough for the two-way paths to overlap over the glacier. SfM processing using MicMac
(IGN, France – https://github.com/micmacIGN) was nevertheless able to handle the missing images
and generated usable DEM and orthophoto with a hole of missing information where overlapping
pictures were not available.
DEM difference requires sub-meter matching of successive acquisitions: the Coarse Acquisition L1
GPS receiver used to control the RPAS and tagging each acquired picture only provides ±5 m accuracy (Fig. 4). The pointcloud, orthophoto and DEM are positioned with a weighted balance between
photogrammetric processing and GPS camera positionning, with results depending on the practical
implementation of the SfM algorithms and the weight given to the georeference tag associated with
each picture. Our investigations focus on the comparison of the commercial Agisoft Photoscan software and the opensource MicMac available from the French National Geographic Institute (IGN).
The same dataset was processed using similar workflow in both software, resulting in both cases in
1 http://geodata.npolar.no/arcgis/rest/services/Basisdata/NP_Ortofoto_Svalbard_WMTS_25833/MapServer/
WMTS? or Toposvalbard at http://toposvalbard.npolar.no/
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the same products, namely an orthophoto and a DEM: here we are not so much interested in the
point cloud density, as was investigated earlier [25], than with the positioning accuracy.
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Figure 4: Orthophoto of the area under consideration, with green lines indicating the shift between
features found on the two orthophotos generated using MicMac and Agisoft Photoscan based on the
same dataset of pictures annotated with the same GPS position found in the EXIF header. The typical
green line length is 10 m.
While the general trend of the offset between the orthophotos generated by the two software is
a north-east to south-west constant offset, some discrepancy remains even by adjusting this coarse
offset. In order to reajust images and to improve measurement accuracy, “natural” GCPs were used
such as easily identifiable erratic boulders. In the latter strategy, one DEM is selected as reference
and the second DEM is moved to match features visible on the associated orthophoto. Considering
that the LiDAR DEM is a reference, various SfM processing software yield different georeferencing
accuracy when using solely the same camera shooting GPS position for positioning the DEM.
Indeed after translating one orthophoto along the vector defined by one of the green lines visible
on Fig. 4, the remaining offset is in the 2.5 m range in the opposite corner than the one in which
the reference line was selected. The resulting DEMs are either adjusted using ground based control
points (GCPs) or matching features after acquisition by analyzing orthophotos.
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Figure 5: Left: map of the DEM difference. The positioning mismatch is obvious in the lower-right
corner where a hill exhibits a positive height difference on the right and negative height difference on
the left. Right: cross section of DEM differences between the airborne LiDAR dataset and two DEMs
generated from photogrammetric processing of the same pictures with the same camera GPS coordinates
provided in each picture EXIF header, using Agisoft Photoscan and MicMac.
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Assuming an airborne LiDAR dataset recorded in August 2003 ([26]) provides utmost positioning
accuracy, we assess the photogrammetry-generated DEM positioning accuracy with respect to this
reference dataset. According to Arnold et. al. [27]), this LiDAR dataset consists in an acquisition
collected at an altitude of 1600 m above sea level, giving a variable height above ground from 1600 m
at the coast, to approximately 500–600 m above the peaks at the southern end of the catchment. All
details of data acquisition are given by Arnold and other ([27]). Fig. 5 provides a cross-section comparing the elevation between the various DEMs. Computing standard deviations between abscissa 82
and 310 m on the elevation differences yield σz = 0.6 m between the airborne LiDAR and Photoscan
generated DEM, σz = 0.7 m between airborne LiDAR and MicMac generated DEM, and σz = 0.9 m
between the two photogrammetric-generated DEMs. The doming of the surfaces generated by photogrammetric processing, described in [28], is visible on the UAV-generated DEM subtracted to the
LiDAR DEM, the latter not being affected by such lens modelling distorsion effects. The effect is
compensated for when subtracting two DEMs generated by independent photogrammetric processing software, hinting at both algorithms being identically affected by the erroneous lens modelling
distorsion effect.

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Estimating ice volume from DEM difference

Having analyzed the error bar on the DEM difference, and considering that the DEMs are matched
using GCP identified on the reference orthophoto, we now consider the DEM difference for extracting
snow depth and icing volume. Icings are punctual phenomenon, most of the time localized along
rivers, where the ground topography constraints (generally sharp river channels) are the most important. The latter issue is thus most easily identified since icings form in well defined channels carved
by the running water in Summer and, once filled with snow, create icings through snow transformation by the liquid water seeping from the glacier from Fall to Spring through Winter. This stratified
ice formed from the freezing of successive outflows ([29]) appears at typical channel heights from 1
to 5 m which might not be fully filled by ice but hint at thicknesses well above the measurement
uncertainty on the DEM difference. Indeed, the channels concentrating icing formations are well
visible as shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Left: difference of DEMs generated from SfM and adjusted through a translation for GCPs to
match. The legend indicates the two dates at which the data were acquired, namely 24 April 2016 and
24 September 2015. Right: difference of DEMs generated by the LiDAR.
A core assumption when computing icing and snowpack volume is that the underlying moraine
topography does not evolve between the two measurement sessions and that any elevation change is
attributed to snow and ice accumulation and not to moraine mechanical erosion due to major flood
induced by strong outflows generated by rain event(s). Such an assumption is met if the reference
DEM is acquired at the end of the Summer season, when liquid precipations have ended and the
moraine remains frozen until the first snow fall. This assumption is usually met if the reference model
of the snow-free moraine topography is acquired at the end of the hydrological season – beginning
of October – although a sudden flood late in the season might require a later reference flight if the
moraine topography is significantly affected. Throughout the following analysis, the hypothesis of a
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given moraine topography during Autumn and Winter is met and all elevation changes are attributed
to snow and ice accumulation.

3.2

Independent ice volume estimation

The volume of ice accumulated in the canyon concentrating flows from the glacier is estimated from
difference of DEMs acquired at the minimum and maximum of the icings extent, integrating this
difference over the canyon area. This phenomenom is indeed the most visible following the main
canyon concentrating the most important water fluxes.
Using zonal statistics, and computing with the pixel size 0.09 × 0.09 m2 , we obtain 1.1 · 105 ±
0.2 · 105 m3 of water stored in the ice margins.
Past hydrological measurements yield independent estimates in close agreement with this result.
Indeed, [30] estimates a sub-glacial stream flow of 0.005 m3 /s: assuming this stream flow rate to be
constant throughout the Winter lasting the 7 months from September to April, then the volume of
water accumulating in the icings is 0.005 m3 /s × 86400 s/day × 181 days ≃ 0.78 · 105 m3 . Considering
the rough assumption of constant flow, these two figures obtained from independent sources are in
surprisingly good agreement, and provide an estimate of the sub-glacial stream contribution to the
hydrological budget observed at the outlet of the moraine.

3.3

Snow distribution and quantification

The icings accumulating in the canyon carved by the sub-glacial stream are well analyzed with difference of DEMs integration since the elevation variations are well above the measurement resolution.
We now wish to assess whether the snowpack distribution over the whole moraine can be analyzed
similarly: the snowpack requires better elevation accuracy and is prone to misinterpretation of snow
drift accumulation if the two DEMs are not well aligned.
Unlike the glacier itself and even less so the slopes, the moraine, due to its complex topography,
is a challenging area for snowcover observation and monitoring. Snow free areas contrast with deep
cornices accumulation likewise deep river channels filling. A few centimeters of snow are thus in
opposition with, sometimes, more than 5 m snow accumulation. However, according to an accurate
basis DEM, areas with clearly identifiable snowdrift are the easiest topographic configuration to
asses snowpack height and volume. It gives the most important difference between maximum snow
accumulation and snow free ground and makes it possible to check. But this required that data
acquired gives sufficient contrast, which is not always the case with the high color homogeneity of
snow.
Snowpack dynamics is a challenging measurement at the threshold of SfM accuracy. While the
changing moraine topography might be erroneously attributed to snow accumulation, most significantly the strong topographic variation requires sub-meter lateral positioning of one DEM with
respect to the reference DEM to avoid artifacts attributed to snowdrift accumulation on the slopes
of the hills in the moraine. Such erroneous alignments are readily identified as positive accumulation
on one side of the hill associated with negative height difference on the opposite slope (Fig. 5).
Climatic conditions of the considered 2015-2016 hydrological year were unfortunatly not well
suited for this demonstration. Indeed, although precipitation were abnormally high, most of them
were liquid, making this year one of the worst of the last decade in terms of snow accumulation.
The glacier snowpack was the second shallowest of the last 9 years recorded. The glacier snowpack
measured in April 2016 was 491 mm.SWE (Snow Water Equivalent) while the past 9 year mean was
790 mm.SWE.
Consequently, we observed little accumulation in the moraine: the shallow snowpack provides,
thus, especially poor conditions for this demonstration. Hence, we consider as a reference dataset the
difference of LiDAR DEMs (Fig. 2) acquired at the end of April 2016 (theoretically to the maximum
snowpack depth) and August 2016 (reference state with the lowest snow level in the moraine).
Making the overall difference between the 2 LiDAR DEM available, accumulation areas appear
clearly, specifically into the deepest canyons of the moraine. Moreover, considering the resolution
and according to what was recently observed about proglacial moraine movement ([16]), it is quite
difficult to attribute volume differences to snow accumulation or morainic materials. Short warm
and rainy events are known to be responsible of signifcant morphological changes into the proglacial
moraine. Thus, we can assume that part of the changed volume measured between April and October
flight campaigns can be attributed to proglacial moraine geometry changes which occurred following
the strong Summer melting outflows.
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4

Conclusion

This work assesses the use of combined UAV and Structure from Motion methods for volume quantification in an Arctic environment. More specifically, this method is well adapted to analyze short
event inducing significant topographical changes – sudden rain on snow events washing the snowcover or heavy snow fall – as well as quantifying icing accumulation throughout the hydrological year.
The orthophotos are well suited for quantifying snow and ice distribution in the moraine, as well as
following detailed hydrological processes such as stream braiding or flow shift. However, quantifying
height differences between the theoretical maximum snow accumulation and, at the opposite, the
end of hydrological year when only few firn packs and icings remain, requires improvement on the
positioning of DEMs, best addressed by better GCP use in the SfM process flow. The LiDAR process
flow integrates GCPs as reflective target corner reflectors for matching point cloud positions, improving the accuracy of the DEM positioning enough for snowcover volume estimates to become relevant.
The issue of snow density measurement for converting snowcover thicknesses to water equivalent
quantities needed in a hydrological budget remains the same for all remote sensing techniques.
Snowcover thickness and icing water equivalent are hence measured in remote areas, but the most
challenging part remains to process a huge quantity of data, and to obtain an accurate result over
a large monitored surface (i.e. the whole moraine surface). Our basic assumption, when measuring
after the last rainfall at the end of Fall as the Winter sets in (end of the hydrological year, set October
1st) for assessing the icing and snow cover volume, is that the underlying moraine topography no
longer changes, and that all topographic modifications observed from LiDAR or SfM are due to snow
and ice accumulation. On the opposite, during the melt season, both ice and snow melt as well
as morphological changes are measured on DEM differences, and only by considering snow-free or
covered areas, as observed on the orthophotos, can the nature of the elevation change be attributed
to melting or morainic material displacement.
The flexibility of small COTS UAV and SfM are well suited in the specific study of short-term
cryosphere processes. They can be highlighted at a high spatial resolution which could be compared
to LiDAR measurements. Moreover, fast changes induced by climate shift can be recorded thanks
to the possibility of easy monitoring repeatability given by a small COTS UAV.
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